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Abstract:
Every community had a newspaper of some sort, whether local or larger. These records hold hidden
treasures that help to bring one’s ancestors lives and struggles as though they were happening this very
day on many occasions.
These newspapers did not miss any opportunity to share good and bad news of those in the community
and surrounding areas. Their one goal was to help their community be aware of all that was important
and pertained to their own lives.
Births, marriages, deaths, hangings, accidents, and even trial coverage’s can often be found when all you
are looking for is a simple birth, marriage or death date. Surprises lurk around each column of these
newspapers and if one is not careful, one can become deeply engrossed in a particular article to the
th point
of feeling like you are really there and are able to empathize with all who involved in whatever the
drama may be at that moment in history.
In spite of this, one has to look at this information from the viewpoint of the writer to the reader during
durin
that time period. Taking into consideration all that is happening beyond the area of that community and
into the world they are living in at that time.
As these newspapers were printed on a weekly basis, how timely was the information? Did newspaper
deadlines
lines prevent a story from being fully told? Were pertinent details left out or were assumptions
printed instead?

Are these newspapers accessible today? How are they accessible? While some preservation measures
have been taken, what additional measures are being taken to preserve these mirrors into the lives of
our forebears and the environment and culture that filled their lives? Just what does the future hold for
newspapers?
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Newspapers: Windows into the lives of our Ancestors and so much more!
Today one can pick up a newspaper and learn about the current events as well as view
information on those who have passed from this life onto the next along with a lot of additional
information connected with the area represented by the newspaper. While newspapers have
been around for a long time, there was a time when they had to be licensed and were often
censored. 1
The history of newspapers is fascinating and amazing when one couples it with the all the
advances that have taken place over the centuries to bring us to this point in time today. When
one considers how much even the shape, size, and materials used have changed, not to
mention the contents, it is truly a treasure trove waiting to be tapped into by those interested
in the story behind the names, dates and places.
The FamilySearch Research Wiki states that “English newspapers began in 1620 and the content
was limited to foreign news with a tax placed on each sheet”. 2 The London Gazette claims to be
the oldest surviving English newspaper and the oldest published newspaper in the United
Kingdom with the first publication dated 7 November 1665 as The Oxford Gazette.3 The first
official (allowed by the governor of the time) newspaper in the United States was in 1704 and called
"The Boston News-Letter" and came out weekly.

According to Heber, “the first English daily newspaper, the Daily Courant, commenced
publication in 1702; however, as with other early publications stamp duties were levied on
paper as well as the newspapers from 1712 which made production costly.” 4 With such a rough
start to the printed newspaper it is a wonder that the newspaper survived to what it is today.
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By the late 1700s there were many morning newspapers being published that also had births,
deaths and marriages for the gentry in the beginning and eventually leading to including such
information about the ordinary individual in the late 1800s unless they were mentioned in
connection with a crime investigation.
The definition according to the Merriam-Webster’s dictionary for newspaper is “a set of large
sheets of paper that have news stories, information about local events, advertisements, etc.,
and that are folded together and sold every day or every week”. 5 Even at this point in time, the
definition mentions local events. It is these stories that help bridge the gap between time
periods and generations as one discovers what life was like during their lifetimes.
Every genealogist and family historian would love to discover a personal journal penned by one
of their ancestors which would shed a small light into their lives. While some have these
journals, most do not and yet, individuals have been writing columns of stories recording every
day events since the late 1500s.
To gain a perspective from a specific time period, newspapers can help to convey insights into
attitudes, people and events of that era and yet are often over looked as searching through
them can be a daunting task often with unsatisfactory results. The researcher essentially had to
read all through page after page and day after day of newspapers hoping to find some relevant
details about an ancestor or family member which was exceedingly tedious.6
The news in these publications varied according to the locale and definitely provides clues as to
the life styles of different time periods. In addition, if one conducted a proper search, one
would check multiple papers from the surrounding areas to get a feel for the culture and any
bias on the part of the newspapers, their writers and owners. This is one of the major issues
with newspapers and how they are used to sway whole communities depending on the political
climate at the time. Even today, many are slanted one way or another depending on the writer
and/or the publisher.
A genealogist/family historian will look through the whole paper depending on the time period
and the search objective. The reasons are many; however, a recent study concludes that:
Newspapers in Great Britain and America had a broad readership that resulted in
enormous influences from their content. The major themes of the study are the effect
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of newspapers on individual readers, society in general, and the political world on both
sides of the Atlantic. Thus, the newspapers became mirrors of the society in which they
were produced and help show the differences that developed in Britain and America.7
It is the phrase “mirrors of the society in which they were produced” that make newspapers so
valuable to genealogists and family historians. As newspapers would report the current news of
the day, they would also report on relevant societal information, foreign news stories and all
things deemed important to those in charge of the newspaper. In fact, governments and
organization are quickly realizing that much of their history has been reported in newspapers.8
So one has to wonder, what is so valuable that can be found in these older newspapers? While
the following is a partial list in answer to this question, it is worth mentioning that many of
these are still in newspapers of today:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Advertisements
Births
Businesses
Church activities and affiliations
Clothing styles
Crime Investigations
Death notices and/or investigations
Land sales
Legal notices
Marriages
Military service
Obituaries
Occupations
Social events
Sporting events
Taxation

Local newspapers may also contain stories that include details about families that may not be
found in any other source.9 As an early mode of preservation, most newspapers have been
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microfilmed and are usually located at a local library for viewing on a microfilm reader which is
still a very tedious task, but for some newspapers this is the only way to view them.
Since about the late 1980s, newspapers started to be digitized which makes this resource easier
to access. Today, most of the online newspaper archives are any word searchable which has its
advantages and disadvantages. Searching for an ancestor’s name is no more difficult than
searching in Google or any other online search engine. Some of the larger collections charge a
fee for searching, but there are other large collections that are free.10 In addition, there are
some fee-based that are viewed with a personal subscription or made available through a local
library.
The main disadvantage to this type of search is at times, the results are not quite what could be
expected from the search. For instance, a recent search of the surname Chapman in the Times
Recorder, Ohio, in 1923, provided a story of a “Mr. and Mrs. George W. Hanes of Chapman
street, have be notified…”.11 The street name of Chapman is not the family surname being
researched. Other times the subject or name you are search will be split into two and you’ll
have part of the search word in one place on the newspaper page and the rest of it somewhere
else on that same page. While these results are frustrating, it is getting better as digitizing
becomes smarter.
One of Britain’s oldest newspapers, the London Times is available online at a variety of locations
including the Family History Library (FHL) which covers 1785 to 1985. This publication was
originally called The Daily Universal Register but was changed on January 1, 1788 and founded
by John Walter who was also its editor.12 Viewing this newspaper online requires a subscription
through Gale Digital Collections, Fold3.com (1785-1919), and/or Ancestry.com (1788-1833).
In the following example, after a long trial, Edward Gibbon Wakefield and William Wakefield
and Frances Wakefield (the wife of Mr. Wakefield, the father of the other defendants) were
found guilty. Further, the defendants changed their plea from not guilty to guilty for the
abduction of Miss Turner, and were order to stand committed in Lancaster Castle.
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13

Article from The London Times, 1827

An individual with those family names would be most interested to read the whole three long
pages of this trial for any additional information with regards to family members.
In this next article from the London Times, a Thomas Hornby Morland was indicted for marrying
Miss Mary Simmons on 23 September whiles his first wife was still living. It further stats he had
married Ann Chapman in 1787 and left her in September and then was married a second time.
Mary Simmons was the daughter of a very respectable farmer, near Wolverhampton.
The article goes on to say that they got as far as Dumfries and her father was able to bring her
home. The trial information reported provides dates for each marriage, parent’s names of both
Mary Simmons and Ann Chapman, their residences along with additional details surrounding
the relationships and how this travesty was handled by the various individuals involved.
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Article from The London Times, 1791

To the genealogist looking for what happened to these individuals, their relationships are
clearly stated in this newspaper, but also because this was held in the Bailey Court, one could
go to that trial record source and get the rest of the information regarding this case of bigamy,
some of these are online at http://www.oldbaileyonline.org/.
As one looks through the history of newspapers, one of the most glaring observances it that
most of these newspapers are printed on cheap paper and once exposed to the elements of
nature and improper storage, they begin to deteriorate rapidly causing concern by historians
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for their loss before preservation can be implemented.15 This is evident from the condition of
the digitized images just in two articles above from The London Times.
To try to prevent this from occurring, newspaper digitizing projects are everywhere including
the news. “Google's doing it, and Microsoft is too. Some may think you need to be a gigantic
corporation or huge university to tackle this technology. But in reality, institutions of all sizes
can jump into the fray.”16 Organizations of all sizes and shapes have stepped up the task of
digitizing the newspapers from their local and often surrounding areas.
Originally Google.com was very much involved in a newspaper digitization project they began in
2008; however, they abandoned it in May, 2011, alerting their partners of the decision to
discontinue their current efforts to digitize the world’s newspaper archives and make them
available online. They had completed 2000 newspapers with about 60 million pages available
online under News.17
At this point, the Library of Congress began its project entitled, Chronicling America, Historic
American Newspapers. Their website states they have nearly 7, 000,000 pages available for
searching. Here is a screen shot of their main page:
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In addition, this website has a US Newspaper Directory covering 1690 to the present, listing of
nearly all the newspapers published in America with an explanation of where copies of these
newspapers are found, this directory is located here
http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/search/titles.
Societies and even local libraries are also providing a service to their communities and
conducting digitization projects and making access available with no limited hours or fees if
possible. These efforts have brought about a renewed interest with their members who bring
others to help with these projects as well as adding their own contributions. Their efforts allow
students, researches and others the ability to access these valuable records anytime they need
without the original restrictions connected to many of these delicate and fragile newspaper
collections.19
There are large non-profit and for profit corporations who have extensive collections of
digitized newspapers. The following are some of these collections:
•

•

•
•

•
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•

•
•
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FindMyPast.com
o 120 million pages from 50 states, Washington, DC, Panama and the Virgin Islands
o Irish Newspapers 1820-1951
o Section Title: Newspapers, directories and social history
 British Newspapers 1710-1953 (ongoing 10 year project started in May,
2010)
WorldVitalRecord.com
o Newspaper Archive Collection (over 2,100, 000, 000 names)
GenealogyBank.com
o 6,500 Newspapers 1690-today
MyHeritage Genealogy
o 104,316,164 Records and other publications

While there is no complete list of online digital archives of newspapers, Wikipedia has
attempted to provide such a list in their article entitled List of online newspapers archives
available at http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:List_of_online_newspaper_archives. While
the list is far from complete, it is most impressive.
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Archives.21 22 For additional sites check out the FamilySearch Research Wiki article entitled
Digital Historical Newspapers.23
With digitization going on throughout the world in reference to historical newspapers, one
should not overlook today’s digital contributions through online newspapers like Paper.li. This
paper allows anyone to be a publisher and many have taken advantage of this service provided
by Smallrivers SA in Lausanne, Switzerland. Their philosophy is:
We believe that people (and not machines) are the ones qualified to curate the content
that matters most. We also think that these same people can greatly help their own
communities to find their way through this “massive content world” we live in. We’re
here to help!
Every day, around the world, millions of articles are featured on Paper.li, benefiting
millions of readers. We are just at the beginning of an exciting new adventure and we
think we’re on to something good.
We love the semantic web, we respect our content creators, we strive for simplicity, and
we thrive on feedback.24
With this service, one can start an online newspaper instantly, the main thing to remember
though is the amount of work it takes to produce even a weekly newspaper, in spite of that,
there are many individuals who have taken the plunge and created a newspaper on their
passion; whether it is genealogy, archives, history, libraries or even research, any topic is
available. Here is a sample of the online newspaper entitled Technology in Libraries by Stan
Bogdanov.
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As one can see, Stan Bogdanov’s topics are current and one can subscribe to receive his
newspaper as often as he publishes right to your email. These newspapers are all formatted in a
similar fashion and include blog articles, videos, photos and technology with the emphasis
being on the main topic, which in this case is Technology in Libraries.
In closing, genealogical and family history researchers would be wise to search through all
newspapers where there is a possibility of an ancestor or the whole family; to miss this
opportunity could be the one time the identity of an ancestor is lost. Newspapers can and often
provide vital information, paint a written picture of their culture and shed light on the historical
happenings of their time period, benefits that may not be found in any other resources.
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